Pegasus Spiele meets SPIEL
Many new releases and specials at the Pegasus Spiele booth in Hall 3, M110
This year, visitors at the Pegasus Spiele booth in Hall 3, M110 can once again look forward to lots of gaming fun.
Thanks to a colorful mix of events and new releases, visitors can visit the zoo, experience fantastic adventures
and even travel to distant galaxies.
Following its company motto „Playing is passion!“, Pegasus Spiele aims to offer all visitors an unforgettable SPIEL
experience this year! Gaming fans will see a colorful mix in the lineup - from children‘s and family games to titles for
gaming geeks and role-playing game enthusiasts. A visit to the booth is not only worth it because of the huge range
of games available, but also because of many other events that Pegasus Spiele offers: visitors will once again have the
chance to meet their favorite designers or grab a bargain.
One of the gaming highlights of SPIEL‘22 visitors can experience at the Pegasus
Spiele booth, is Spaceship Unity. With this intergalactic action game by Jens
Merkl and Ulrich Blum, your home and the exhibition hall will be transformed
into a spaceship. Together players will navigate as recruits of the Interplanetary
Alliance through the vast galaxies of space to secure the Galactic Peace. But
this will be their first mission! Their spaceship, on the other hand, already has a
few years under its belt—maybe too many years. Probably it’ll be fine.
Together players experience an epic sci-fi story as a crew of 2 to 4 people aged
10 and up, in which everyday objects such as vacuum cleaners, books, etc. become
spaceship systems. Like in a TV series, the focus of the game is on the story.
In preparation for the first intergalactic adventure, a training mission awaits
at the Pegasus Spiele booth! Find more information about Spaceship Unity at
www.join-ipa.com.
For those who are looking for a nightcap game or feel more comfortable in fantastic realms,
Monster Inn is worth a look. The monstrous bidding game for 3 to 5 people aged 8 and up
by Roman Pelek lets them slip into the roles of dungeon masters who urgently need new
personnel for their sinister dungeons. Each round, creature cards with varying values are
revealed. Everybody wants to hire the most powerful monsters and send the nastiest little
humans to their opponents, but players will need to carefully manage their coins and gems
to make sure the most troublesome humans go to other dungeons first. If players can‘t or
don‘t want to bid any longer, they get the current pool of treasures and the worst card available.
Their opponents then continue to bid for the remaining, better cards. Who will be the most skillful
at filling their dungeon with powerful monsters that will turn any human invaders into mush?

It isn‘t always easy being a zoo animal! The enclosures are far too small, the daily routine
is boring, and the visitors are completely obnoxious, frequently throwing their trash
into the enclosures. In KuZOOkA by Leo Colovini, players take on the role of various zoo
animals who have made up their mind to break out of the park and they only have one
week to accomplish that goal. Finally, all that trash might come in handy. But how to
make the other animals understand which items to use in order to escape? They don’t
speak a common language after all! Cleverly placing animal markers on the game board,
which shows the colors of items and increasing numbers, will let the others know which
items you obtained and which escape plan to use. Will they be able to figure out what
the other animals are telling them? KuZOOkA is a family game for 2 to 6 players aged 8
and up and combines cooperative gameplay with the uncertainty and thrill of games like
Liar’s dice.

In addition to numerous new releases from Pegasus Spiele, new releases from the Pegasus
Spiele publishing partners will also be available at SPIEL‘22! At Edition Spielwiese, it‘s
the „moneybags“ that get the collar or purse with Swindler by Matthias Cramer.
Players are swindlers in Victorian London, only too happy to relieve the rich moneybags of their jewelry, money and front door keys ... They won‘t miss all that. Players
will draw loot tiles from various (money) bags. But be careful: Some of the finer snobs
are more attentive than expected. One wrong move and all the beautiful loot is gone!

Enthusiastic gaming fans can look forward to the new expert game Skymines by
Alexander Pfister and Viktor Kobilke at Deep Print Games. In Skymines, players become a savvy investor whose goal is to earn the most CrypCoin on the moon or in the
asteroid belt through clever strategic action. To do this, amongst many other things,
players will have to invest mined resources in various companies and build outposts. A
limited number of actions per round combined with a variety of options and a special
map mechanism requires good strategic planning.

Pegasus Spiele is looking forward to four days of gaming fun at SPIEL‘22
in hall 3 at booth M110!

